REPUBLIC DAY
26 January 2021

Take risks in your life. If you win, you can lead.
If you lose, you can guide!
- Swami Vivekanand
This year, 2021 marked 72 complete years of the
constitution of India. 26th January is celebrated as
Republic day every year with great patriotism and
zeal. Shri Ramdeobaba College of Engineering and
Management and NSS unit left no stone unturned for
celebration of Republic day despite the pandemic.
The whole celebration was streamed live on youtube
for teachers and students watching from home.

Republic day celebration started with hosting a flag by our
chief guest Hon. Gen. Secretary Shri Govindlalji Agrawal
followed by national anthem, in presence of other college
committee members honourable Secretary Shri
Kailashchandraji Agrawal, Executive member Shri Dineshji
Agrawal, our principle Dr. R.S. Pande sir, Deans, Head of
Departments, teachers, staff and students.

The event's anchoring was done by NSS
volunteers, BhavikaRuchandani (NSS Joint
Secretary) and Chaitanya Sudan (NSS Event
manager). This year, the theme was YOUTH,
which depicts the young crowd of India

responsible for bringing a change in the coming future, the
most important human resource we have at present. The
fight then was for freedom, today it's from infectiousdisease,
and we pay tribute to all the corona warriors and specially
scientists and medicine industry who have provided us with a
precious gift of vaccine not only to India but also to other
countries.Chief guest Shri Govindlalji Agrawal then addressed
the gathering and inspired them about their duties and

responsibilities towards our country.The whole event was concluded with a vote of thanks given by
Mr.NayanKarwa, NSS Secretary.Lastly all the guests went to the conference room to watch the
performances based on the theme prepared by college students of NSS unit, literary club, dance club,
music club and drama club which overwhelmed everyone with pride of being Indian.
Our NSS volunteers also created a beautiful rangoli of Shri Swami Vivekananda keeping in mind his
principles and guiding for the youth of India. The whole event was conducted by following the government
norms by wearing masks and keeping social distance.

